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ABSTRACT
Fundamental challenges in designing environments with
media-rich ambient services involves not only the develop-
ment of appropriate sensing technologies, but as importantly,
the implementation of a distributed media processing system
which can process, integrate, and leverage the sensed data in
real time to provide the various services. In recent years, a
great deal of progress has been made in media service work-
flow processing systems. In most existing solutions, how-
ever, the workflow nodes, which operate on the data, are
selected out of a centrally assigned candidate pool. These
candidate organizations cause either extensive resource pro-
visioning or poor-quality operator mapping between logical
workflow nodes and the available physical resources nodes.
Consequently, instantiating a media processing workflow to
the underlying hardware before the workflow execution be-
gins does not lends itself to adaptive and autonomous oper-
ation of the workflow, scalable to resources and demand.

In this paper, we propose a novel decentralized multime-
dia workflow processing system, DANS, in which operators
defined in workflows are mapped into (distributed) physical
nodes through Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based over-
lay substrate in a purely decentralized and adaptive man-
ner. The redundancy in the system, in terms of availability
of multiple nodes able to perform the same task, enables the
system to scale with demand. Furthermore, physical work-
flow nodes (operator instances) are able to locate and se-
lect the next filter or fusion operator instance autonomously,
while ensuring the correct execution of the workflow.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networks are becoming ubiquitous and networking ca-

pabilities are being integrated into an increasing diversity
of equipments, ranging from home consumer electronics to
smart dust type sensing networks. Thereby, visions of the
near future refer to an Ambient Intelligence [1], where sen-
sors embedded in an environment will capture and notify
relevant events and ubiquitous services will adapt to the
current situation.

ARIA, ARchitecture for Interactive Arts [2, 3], an ambi-
ent intelligence system we are developing at ASU, uses mul-
timedia processing workflows to describe how data sensed in
an intelligent performance stage will be filtered, fused, and
processed and responses will be actuated to support interac-
tive dance performances. Such environments providing am-
bient, situation-aware services, require cognitive capabilities
transparently embedded in the surroundings to (a) continu-
ously sense the environment, target status, and the context,
(b) filter and fuse multitude of real-time media data, and
(c) react by appropriately adapting the environment. The
fundamental challenge in designing media-rich ambient in-
telligence involves not only the development of appropriate
sensing technologies, but more importantly the implemen-
tation of a distributed media processing system which can
process, integrate, and leverage the sensed data in real time
to provide the various services. In particular, the ambient
service software and hardware have to adapt the environ-
ment (through actuators which deliver the services) as well
as itself (appropriately allocating resources, processing ele-
ments, and quality of service).

We note that environments with ambient intelligence, such
as smart rooms, smart offices, and smart class-rooms, have
different structures and components; yet, they all need to
process various media collected through environmental sen-
sors and react by actuating appropriate responses. Design-
ing such an open reactive system is challenging as run-time
situations are partially known or unknown in the design
phase and multiple, potentially conflicting, criteria have to
be taken into account during the runtime. How tasks are
structured, who performs them, what their relative order
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Figure 1: An ARIA media processing workflow[2, 3]

is, how they are synchronized, and how information flows
between processing units to support the tasks are usually
described in terms of workflows. Therefore, designing of
media-rich ambient services require (a) the description and
semantic integration of service delivery workflows consisting
of adaptable sensing, processing, communicating, and actu-
ating components, (b) modular integration of various me-
dia processing and actuating components into service deliv-
ery workflows and adaptation of these workflows for provid-
ing end-to-end service delivery guarantees, and (c) run-time
workflow evolution and adaptation to changing resources
and network characteristics.

The inherent context-based adaptation and distributed
nature of the resources require that the workflow processes
are continuously mapped and remapped to different clus-
ters of resources without interrupting the ongoing services.
Thus, in this paper, we focus on this last challenge of en-
abling adaptation of the media processing workflow delivery
in a media-rich sensory/reactive environments.

1.1 Enabling Adaptation of the Media
Processing Workflow Delivery

Media-rich ambient services with sensory-reactive func-
tionalities requires various sensing components to collect and
process different forms (audio, video, radio) of environmen-
tal data in real-time. In many existing systems, the un-
derlying sensing and processing logic is hardcoded into the
hardware and software. This, however, limits the portabil-
ity, interoperability, and evolution of the media-rich ambient
services. This is a major limitation and a roadblock against
the widespread deployment of ambient services.

Therefore, we propose to address this challenge by firstly
breaking the dependence to hardcode in real-time media
processing. In particular, we propose to describe sensory-
reactive services as adaptable workflows, composed of in-
dividual media sensing/processing/actuating units such as
Figure 1. More details regarding media processing work-
flows are provided in Section 2.1.3. A media processing
workflow combines various operators, in large sensor net-
works, which sense, filter, transform, and fuse media objects
in real time. Sensors act as object sources. Filter and fu-
sion operators provide analysis, aggregation, and filtering se-
mantics. In-network data analysis, through such distributed
media processing workflows, both enable the right informa-
tion at the right quality with the minimal transmission cost
and provide scalability and robustness through replication
of available processing nodes.

Traditionally, distributed stream workflow processing sys-
tems (DSPSs) collect, process, and aggregate data across
large numbers of data sources supporting applications as
various as financial market monitoring and network intru-
sion detection. Unlike such conventional data and work-
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Figure 2: (a) A collection of distributed operator in-
stances executing a portion of the workflow in Fig-
ure 1, and (b) two objects generated within window-
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must independently choose an operator instance en-
forcing the windowing constraint among all available
vd operator instances.

flows, a media processing workflow needs to capture the
continuous nature of the processing needs due to streaming
characteristic of the sensory data, redundancy and impreci-
sion in media and media processing units, and the quality
of service requirements and other constraints at the various
levels of the workflow.

A fundamental consideration in DSPSs is the mapping of a
logical workflow plan onto the distributed physical nodes in
the network. Recently, there have been a number of efforts in
the area of automatic composition of network wide processes
(SpiderNet [4], SAHARA [5, 6], SPY-Net [7], CANS [8],
and Infopipes [9]). Unlike these works, which focus largely
on network services, our focus is to address challenges as-
sociated with enabling adaptation of the arbitrary media
processing workflow delivery itself. An approach to sen-
sory data management involves a centralized warehouse as
in TelegraphCQ [10]. In this scheme, all streams must be
routed to the central warehouse, thus this approach does
not lead to an efficient use of resources; instead, in a me-
dia processing workflow, this would cause extensive resource
provisioning including centralized points of failure, intrinsic
to such client-server systems. To address this shortcoming,
recent works, such as SAND [22] and PIER [15], propose
to leverage routing paths in a distributed hash table (DHT)
to identify a set of candidate nodes for operator instance
mapping1. We provide more details regarding the related
work in streaming data management in Section 7. However,
here we note that the less flexible operator-instance to hard-
ware mapping provided by this approach does not provide
true adaptivity in distributed ambient services, where the
resource availability and demand can be highly variable.

Also, the approach of instantiation of workflows prior to
the workflow execution, relied upon in most of these systems,
does not enable adaption of the workflow delivery in run-
time. Thus, a decentralized operator mapping scheme along
with an adaptive and autonomous workflow routing protocol
are critical. Yet these tasks are also very difficult, without
a dedicated coordination, especially when there are various
constraints (such as windowing constraints of the operators)
are to be enforced (Figure 2). These are the challenges we
are tackling in this paper.

1In this paper, “operator” stands for the logical node in a
workflow, whereas “operator instance” stands for a hard-
ware or software component capable of executing the logical
operator semantics.



1.2 Contributions of this Paper
In this paper, we propose a novel Decentralized Au-

tonomous and Network-wide Service workflow processing
system(DANS). This system executes the requested work-
flow in a distributed manner over a potentially heteroge-
neous network. In particular, we begin to address the prob-
lems faced in media-rich DSPSs with exploring DHT-based
peer-to-peer systems as a low-level overlay substrate in a
purely distributed and adaptive manner. These DHT-based
systems [23, 24, 25, 26] are known to enable computing net-
works in which participating nodes cooperate to share com-
puting bandwidth and load in a purely distribute manner,
while providing the high scalability and the node availabil-
ity. Thus, they will help with large-scale decentralized node
arrangements and with autonomously locating the next node
in the workflow. This system executes the requested work-
flow in a distributed manner. DANS runs over a P2P sub-
strate, responsible for the maintenance of connectivity be-
tween resource nodes, the management of node membership,
and the lookup and publishing of node information.

In DANS, the network-adaptivity is achieved through
sender-initiated operator mapping, as opposed to a the
receiver-initiated process used in most current DSPSs. In
the receiver-initiated approach [22], the workflow instantia-
tion to physical nodes is accomplished before the workflow
execution starts. This requires high maintenance costs due
to need for failure detection and recovery of nodes and for
migration of processed in execution. On the other hand, in
the sender-initiated approach we introduce in DANS does
not require pre-establishment of workflow networks. The
workflow instantiation begins when source nodes start in-
jecting objects into the network. An operator is chosen by
the sender among qualified candidates currently active in the
network, providing high adaptivity to the network changes
and eliminating the overhead of maintaining instantiated
workflow networks.

According to the design considerations stated above, the
main contributions made in this paper includes followings:

• we present a novel decentralized DSPS architecture,
DANS, which organizes resource pools and executes
workflows in a purely decentralized manner.

• we provide an effective, yet efficient operator search
mechanism which assures qualified operators to be
found to process objects.

• we introduce a sender-initiated and object-based work-
flow instantiation, providing high adaptivity to the un-
derlying network and alleviating the initial resources
and maintenance cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides an overview and states the problem. Section 3
describes overall design and presents the construction and
operation of DANS. Section 4 and 5 states how DANS
leverages windowing constraints in the workflow to reduce
communication cost. Section 6 evaluates the performance
and overheads of DANS. Section 7 reviews the related work.
Section 8 concludes this paper and talks about future works.

2. DANS OVERVIEW
In this section we provide the requirements deriving the

development of the DANS decentralized media processing
workflow system and the constraints underlying its design.

2.1 Media Processing Workflows
Various high level workflow languages (UML activity dia-

grams, WSFL) exist but are not applicable to the design of
media-rich ambient environment design. In media process-
ing domain, tools (such as Max/MSP and Pure Data (Pd),
are used by media engineers to design media-specific work-
flows; however, these tools are limited in expressive power
and workflows designed using these limited software tools
are geared towards soft applications (such as art installa-
tions) that are lenient to centralized and best-effort deploy-
ments. In particular, they lack the capability of delivering
and executing rich media processing and fusion operators.

2.1.1 Operators and Objects
In DANS, media processing workflows describe how a spe-

cific media processing task can be performed by combining
various available operators, such as sensors, filters, fusion
operators, communication operators, and environmental ac-
tuators: a filter takes a stream as input, processes and
transforms the objects in the stream, and outputs a new
stream consisting of the transformed objects; a fusion oper-
ator takes as its input multiple streams and returns as its
output multiple streams; and actuators cause changes in the
environment or in the workflow itself. Each data object, O,
exchanged between a pair of operators contains note only
its payload, but also meta data which describes the objects
various properties. Depending on the task, the object pay-
load ranges from a simple numeric value to a complex image
component segmented out from frames in a video sequence.
The object header is augmented by each operator. It con-
tains timestamps to check the temporal requirements, and
the source node identifier to distinguish an object from other
ones when an operator executes multiple services at a time.

2.1.2 Object Queues and Windowing Constraints
An operator, v, has input and output queues: Iq(v) =

{in qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and Oq(v) = {out qj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l}. The
operator picks a set of objects from each input queue and
processes them, and outputs the results into the output
queue. Naturally, Each queue in the system has limit on
the number of objects. A fusion operator, Φ, has a number
of characteristics that determine its runtime properties, in-
cluding an input selection model. This model answers the
question “which possible candidate combination in the in-
puts will be processed at a given point in time?” The way
the operator picks its inputs is generally governed by a time-
constraint on the input objects: due to the continuous na-
ture of the input streams fusion operators are usually imple-
mented in a time-windowed manner: given a window size,
ws, the timestamps (ts) of objects being fused should satisfy
the following constraint:
∀in qi, in qj of a fusion operator, Φ, oi ∈ in qi and oj ∈

in qj , should be considered for fusion if and only if, |ts(oi)−
ts(oj)| < ws, where ts(oi) denotes the time stamp the object
o has when it is injected into the network by a prior operator.

2.1.3 Media Processing Workflow Graph
A media processing workflow, w, is a directed graph; G(V,

E, C), where vertices, V, represent the operators; edges,
E, represent the connections between the operators; and
constraints, C, represent a set of constraints (such as the
windowing constrains above) that the workflow should en-
force [2, 3]. An example workflow is shown in Figure 1: in



this figure, a multimedia data processing workflow is used to
drive visual effects with object streams originated from cam-
era and microphones. In this workflow, camera sends objects
to two filters, va and vb, to detect the color and shape; mi-
crophones send objects to fusion operator, vc which translate
raw data into formatted ones. Shape and localized objects
are directed to target detector, vd, which finally delivers the
generated picture to monitor actuator.

2.2 Decentralized Workflow Execution
The rapid growth of processing power and networked com-

munication enables large number of individual machines
to participate into a large-volume of cooperative work as
servers. Technologies associating such contributive ma-
chines with candidate server pools in a distributed manner
have been well investigated [23, 24, 25, 26]. These infrastruc-
tures reduce the maintenance cost of complex systems and
provide of adaptivity.

2.2.1 Autonomy and Adaptivity
However in the case of distributed media processing work-

flow execution, there are additional challenges that have to
be considered. For example, sensory/reactive systems gen-
erally execute on continuous inputs conveyed from sensors.
Therefore such workflows should run uninterrupted for long
times under the proviso that the execution should be inde-
pendent, unobtrusive, and adaptive against changes in phys-
ical network layers and servers.

What we have to keep in mind, on the other hand, is
that to enable adaptivity fore-mentioned services have to be
deployed in a decentralized environment, meaning without
any dedicated coordination helper. Therefore a major chal-
lenge DANS has to handle involves how the filter and fusion
operators are mapped into the physical nodes in the under-
lying network in a distributed manner. Once the mappings
between the heterogeneous abstractions are provided, large
volumes of streams can flow from sensors to actuators with
no provisioned servers. A related challenge to decentral-
ized workflow delivery is that each operator in the workflow
needs to make autonomous and adaptive decisions to find
an appropriate destination to operate the resulted outputs.
This task is especially hard for finding fusion operators, as
two or more source nodes have to choose (independently)
the same fusion node to operate on their output objects.

2.2.2 DANS Layers
In DANS, operator instances make autonomous decisions

to locate next physical nodes in the workflow and the execu-
tion of workflow proceeds independently from the changes of
underlying network. To enable both of these goals in a de-
centralized and adaptive manner, DANS consists of three
loosely-coupled layers that provide well-defined functions
linking hardware resources to workflows (Figure 3):

• Hardware Resource Layer (HRL) organizes a virtual
network through which computing entities can partic-
ipate freely within local or from wide-area networks.

• Operator Instance Layer (OIL) not only maintains the
operator instances (i.e. software code) which can be
instantiated to logical operators defined in the work-
flow, but also maps each operator instance to a physi-
cal node in the hardware resource layer.
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Figure 3: DANS System Structure: In DANS,
workflow execution layer runs independently from
lower layers, which endows each operator with au-
tonomous and adaptive decision making to select a
destination. Vertical arrows are local APIs; hori-
zontal arrows are inter-node APIs.

• Using the operator instances provided by OIL, the
Workflow Execution Layer (WEL) processes the input
objects along with enforcing the windowing constraints
specified in the workflow.

While these three layers collaboratively enable operations
of DANS, it is important to note that the workflow execu-
tion layer runs independently from the lower layers (except
for requesting for an appropriate operator instance), which
endows each operator with autonomous and adaptive deci-
sion making capabilities for selecting the next node in the
workflow. The architecture of DANS is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.

2.2.3 Autonomous Next Operator Instance Selection
and Windowing Constraints

If an object is sent to a node which cannot satisfy the un-
derlying windowing constraints, then the object will simply
be ignored (dropped from the queue). Naturally this is not
desirable; i.e., objects should be directed to fusion operators
where they can satisfy appropriate windowing constraints.
One naive solution to this could be to send the object to
all possible operator instances. Yet, this could be tremen-
dously expensive because of the network traffic that can be
caused by the resulting redundancy. Thus an efficient and
effective prediction technique to select an appropriate set of
candidate nodes is essential to alleviate these costs, without
causing a large number of ghost fusion operations, where
objects are dropped simply because the chosen fusion oper-
ators can not enforce the windowing constraints. This issue
is discussed in Section 3.2.1 in more detail.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the DANS architecture. We

also describe algorithms used in next-operator instance se-
lection process during workflow execution and demonstrate
the process with a simple DANS network example.

3.1 Structure of DANS
In DANS, the registered workflows are either stored in a

fixed location or replicated over the network to shed refer-
ence loads. Each node obtains the workflow information,
such as operation types and execution constraints, looking
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through these registries. In this paper, we do not focus
on the registration process, but on the operator instance to
node mapping and the workflow execution processes.

Given a set of registered workflows, DANS acts as a sys-
tem of pools of candidate operator instances, supporting the
various operations defined in the media processing work-
flows. Naturally, each operator mapping takes place in the
operator instance pool associated with the required work-
flow operators. In DANS, each operator instance pool is
organized in the form of a hyper-cube, where the number
of dimensions correspond to the number of input streams to
the operator. For example, as shown in Figure 4, for a fu-
sion operator with two input streams, the operator instance
pool would be organized as a two-dimensional grid, in which
each participating node is randomly mapped into a cell.

3.1.1 Hardware Nodes and Operator Instances
When a new hardware node is available to perform one or

more of the listed operations to serve, simple screening pro-
cedures are taken to check whether the node is eligible for
the operation. The node considers the capacity of general
computing power, like network bandwidth and memory size,
and specific resource requirements, such as the existence of
the necessary hardware/software components. This static
screening ensures that the node meets the bare minimum
qualifications for the operation. Once the node chooses op-
erations to execute, it acts as an operator instance for those
operations. The chosen operation type(s) indicates the can-
didate operator instance pools in which the node will be
considered.

3.1.2 Operator Instance to Grid Mapping
To publish and retrieve the operator directory on top of a

P2P substrate, slight modifications are made to the primi-
tive procedures in the substrate, including join and lookup.
In the join process, a step to form DANS-grid is added.
For efficient support of distributed operator-instance lookup,
DANS combines DHT-based lookup and publication sub-
strate (Chord [23] in this paper) with the hardware resource
layer. While joining into the system, each node picks an
identifier used for DHT-based lookup and publish. This
identifier is a hashed value of the node’s IP address. Each
node creates a key for the node directory and publishes it
along with the context of DHT substrate.

As described before, for an operator with k in-
puts streams, the directory is organized as a grid
with k-dimensions. Therefore, for each operator in-
stance, the key is hashed using the node information:

Vb5

[1] lookup(vb5,key)

candidate

getOP():
Key=hash(15,0,2)

[2] lookup(vb5,key)

[3] lookup(vb5,key)

Figure 5: Operator Instance Lookup through Chord.
Chord processes a candidate lookup in O(logN) with
the DANS coordination key.

[operation type to serve, coord value1, coord value2, . . . ,
coord valuek]. The directory insertion and retrieval in
Chord can be implemented with the directory key, formed
through the same hash function which produces node iden-
tifier. The directory key is stored at the successor node
of the key identifier, and, in turn, the successor of the key
identifier is queried for the directory retrieval. When using
Chord as the DHT substrate, this lookup operation requires
O(logN), where N is the total number of nodes in the sys-
tem. To preserve the invariant that directory is stored at the
successor of their associated keys, hardware resource layer
monitors the arrival and departure of nodes using the call-
back interface provided by Chord and moves directory in
he underlying node-space appropriately. When a hardware
node leaves or join the system, the successor node of a given
key may change.

Figure 5 demonstrates the Chord DHT lookup process
in a simple DANS network. In the example, source node
vb5 requests a list of candidates to serve the operation type
15, located at the grid coordinate (0,2). The details of the
Chord lookup process is outside of the scope of this paper.

A set of cells sharing the same dimension coordinate are
referred to as a track. In each next-operator instance selec-
tion round, discussed in Section 3.2, DANS picks a range of
tracks and searches the candidate nodes in those tracks.

3.1.3 Grid Size and its Impact on Service Delivery
As described above, the operator instance-to-cell mapping

is randomized. Thus, each cell in the grid may contain zero
or more nodes according to the join and leave rates of opera-
tor instances. Since, on the average, each cell is expected to
contain a single operator instance, the number of cells in the
grid should be close to N , i.e., the number of operator in-
stances. Thus, given an operator with k input streams, the
size of the each track (i.e., the number of cells along each

dimensions) is N
k−1

k . Naturally, the operator instance pool
size N can change during the operation of DANS. If the de-
viation of the actual number of operator instances from the
expected number of operator instances is large, this can lead
to undesirable situations: First, widespread empty cells in
the grid can cause high failure rates and, thus, can increase
the network cost for the searches required to fix the problem.
Excessive number of nodes in a single cell can also render
operator selection process unscalable due to large replication
overhead in each cell. DANS addresses these potential chal-
lenges through on-demand restructuring as well as through
a flexible next-operator selection process, as discussed in the
next subsection.



3.2 Autonomous Selection of the Next
Operator Instance

As discussed in Section 2.1, in multimedia processing
workflows, two objects are compatible for fusion if they sat-
isfy the windowing constraint associated with the fusion op-
erator:

Two objects oi and oj are fusible if they are cre-
ated within ws time unit from each other; i.e., if
|ts(oi)− ts(oj)| < ws.

Let oisrc,1 and oisrc,2 be two operator instances that have
generated one object each (almost) simultaneously. Let us
also assume that, according to the workflow objects gener-
ated by these operator instances have to be fused together.
One of the main tasks of DANS is to enable oisrc,1 and oisrc,2

to independently choose the next operator instance without
having to first find and talk with each other.

For instance, in Figure 2, objects generated by operators
vb and vc are fused, by operators vd. Thus, operator in-
stance for vb5 should be able to pick the next fusion op-
erator instance of type vd without having to communicate
first with all vc operator instances. As shown in Figure 7
(a), DANS relies on the intersection-of-tracks property of
the proposed grid structure to enable independent decision
making for vb5 and vc20 in chosen the next operator instance.
In this section, we discuss in detail how DANS enables its
nodes to achieve this task autonomously; in particular we
provide an explain the protocol used by the operator in-
stances. The pseudo code in Figure 6 presents the outline
of the main algorithms used in the next operator instance
selection process.

3.2.1 Outline of the Next Operator Instance Selection
Process

Next operator selection starts when a new object is gen-
erated by an operator instance, oisrc and this object needs
to be sent to an instance, oidst, of the next operator in
the workflow. The workflow execution layer provides the
startProc() service interface which implements the next-
operator selection service.

Naturally, the output stream of oisrc corresponds to the
one of the input streams of oidst. Since each input stream
of a fusion operator is represented by a dimension of the
corresponding grid, the source operator instance need to pick
one or more tracks on the receiving operator’s grid along
the corresponding dimension. The number of tracks used
by the source is referred to as the range and denoted as r; in
Section 3.2.2, we will discuss how operator instances select
the initial range value. Thus, at each round, oisrc

1. randomly picks a set of tracks corresponding to the
initial range r.

2. identifies the candidate operator instances along the
chosen track(s) via operator instance layer’s getOP().
Upon receipt of the candidate track range from the
workflow execution layer through the getOP() service
call, the operator instance layer

(a) creates the directory key of each candidate cell,

(b) requests a lookup for the key to the hardware re-
source layer,

(c) stores the retrieved candidate node information
to cand list, and

N = size of operator instance pool

width = size of a dimension, identical in DANS

startProc(object)

repeat

s tr=rand()%width

range=ceil(width/k
√

N)

e tr=s tr+range−1

cand list=getOP (s tr,e tr)//first round

for (empty cell group) getOP (empty cell group) //second round

for (i=0;i<|cand list|;i++) send object to candidatei

if (|reply|>0)

winner = tie breaking(replied candidates)

send object to winner

return success

else

drop the object

return fail

getOP (s tr,e tr)

origin = source node ip address

for (i=0;i<width;i++)

for (j=s tr;j<e tr;j++)

key = hash(op type,i,j)

cand = lookup(origin,key)

push cand to cand list

return (cand list)

lookup(origin,key)

check local table for highest node, target, s.t., my id<target<key

if (target exists)//intermediate node

lookup(origin,key) to node target

else//final lookup node

get latency between origin and target //added in DANS

return (target, latency)

Figure 6: Next Operator Instance Selection Process
in DANS: In these algorithms, we use k-dimensional
operator instance pool.

(d) returns the list to the workflow execution layer as
the result of the getOP() call.

If there is any cell group, with no suitable node along
the chosen tracks, the source nodes start another
search, only around this cell group, with a larger range
(Figure 7 (b)). Cell group is a set of cells in the track
range sharing the same other dimension coordinates.
The process proceeds until at least one eligible oper-
ator instance is found along each cell group on the
chosen tracks.

3. sends requests to all candidate operator instances in
the track. The request contains the object header,
with the timestamp of the objects. Essentially, each
operator instance along the track has been marked
with the id of the operator as well as time stamp of
the object. This timestamp will expire after ws time
units from the time it is set.

4. as oisrc receives object-request replies from the can-
didate fusion operator instances (i.e., the operator in-
stance oidest has already a suitable object for fusion or
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Track Intersection: (a) DANS relies on
the intersection-of-tracks property enabling the au-
tonomous candidate selection, and (b) DANS en-
sures the property by extending the range of an
empty cell group.

oidest receives one such object before the timestamp
expires after ws time units), it sends the object to at
most one requester per cell, note that sending the ob-
ject to multiple requesters per cell can cause redundant
computations.

In this scheme the windowing constraints are enforced by
the receiving node, using the timestamps set by the object
sources. Thus, this scheme assumes that the clocks of the
source and the destination operator instances are synchro-
nized. Especially, in a distributed environment, this may be
an overly constraining requirement. In Section 5, we will
provide an alternative scheme, which does away with this
requirement.

3.2.2 Selecting the Initial Range based on Density of
Suitable Nodes

The track range, range used at the beginning of the first
search round depends on the grid size and density, as dis-
cussed in the previous Section 3.1. Using a large initial range
will provide a higher success rate, but will also cause a large
network cost. Let us consider a grid of k dimensions with N
operator instances. With the operator instances uniformly
distributed in the grid and when the grid size is chosen in
such a way that each cell will have ∼ 1 operator instance,

a range of 1 will cost O(N
k−1

k ) communications along the

given track and will mark O(N
k−1

k ) nodes. Note that, when

k = 2 (which is highly common), we have O(
√

N) commu-
nication cost.

If DANS frequently identifies empty cells, then it means
that the grid is larger than the number of available operator
instances required. Thus, the grid has to shrink. However,
without waiting the grid to shrink, DANS lets each opera-
tor instance adaptively modify the initial range parameter.
In particular, DANS implements three range selection ap-
proaches: the incremental, decremental, and r -steady. The
incremental approach stretches the range either linearly or
exponentially if there are lots of empty cells along the chosen
track. The decremental approach shrinks the range in the
same manner, if the cells return significantly larger number
of operator instances than expected.

In r -steady the source computes the appropriate range
directly based on the available statistics (history of the
number of nodes retrieved from track in the past accesses)
rather than continuously modifying it. As described above,
given N operator instances and a grid of size widthk, where
width is the cells along each dimension, the number of ex-

pected nodes in each cell is N
widthk . Therefore, we need

( N
widthk )−1 = widthk

N
cells to have 1 operator instance. If

every source operator instance use the value r as the range
(computed based on common statistics), then rk should be

equal to widthk

N
; i.e., the initial range chosen by each source

operator instance should be r = dwidth

N
1
k
e.

4. PRUNING CANDIDATE OPERATOR
INSTANCES THROUGH WINDOWING
CONSTRAINTS

The basic DANS architecture described above can be used
for workflow executions with windowing constraint through
timestamps and markers that are valid only for the duration
of window size, ws. However, we note that it is possible
to use the windowing constraints to reduce the number of
candidate nodes that has to be marked by source nodes.

For example, trivially, any node which will take more than
ws time units to locate and send the object can be ignored as
by the time that the object reaches the corresponding oper-
ator instance, the corresponding marker will be too old and
thus the object can not join with any object at this opera-
tor instance anyhow. Thus, if the distance, ∆, between oisrc

and oidest, is greater than ws, that oidest can be pruned. To
support this, the latency information is obtained from an
external service. Let us assume that only λ of the N op-
erator instances are within ws units from oisrc. To ensure
that each cell-range along the track will have ∼ 1 suitable
operator instance, the initial range oisrc will use need to be
at least N

λ
wide.

5. TTL-WINDOWING AND PRUNING
Although the above scheme can help eliminate the those

candidates that can not satisfy the windowing constraints
based on the basic DANS protocol, if λ is very small or for
most available candidates ∆ is very close to ws, the proto-
col can cause missed fusion opportunities. An alternative,
time-to-live (TTL) based, windowing scheme would elimi-
nate such missed opportunities as follows:

1. Let o1 be generated by a source operator instance at
t1 and forwarded to a destination. Let the minimum
time it takes to communicate between the source and
destination be ∆min

1 . Then, the earliest time o1 is
received by the destination is t1 + ∆min

1 .

2. Let o2 be an object which is generated by another
source operator instance within the time window ws
from t1. The latest time o2 may be generated is
t2 = t1 + ws.

3. Let also the maximum time it takes to communicate
between the source of o2 and destination be ∆max

2 .
Then, the latest time o2 is received by the destination
is t1 + ws + ∆max

2 .

Therefore, the time-to-live of the marker at the destination
operator instance can be computed by

TTL = (t1+ws+∆max
2 )−(t1+∆min

1 ) = ws+∆max
2 −∆min

1 ,

where ∆max
2 is the largest temporal separation between the

destination operator instance and any possible generator for



objects that can fuse with o1. Note that with this TTL-
based marker scheme, it is possible to put an arbitrary limit
on ∆max

2 ; i.e., we can let the sources of objects, o2, to prune
their destinations based on a fixed threshold, ∆>

2 and we
can let the destination nodes adapt the TTLs for objects, o1,
based on this chosen threshold. Once again, if such a thresh-
old is chosen, the source operator instances for o2 would need
adapt their initial range in such a way that each cell-range
in the grid along the chosen tracks will contain ∼ 1 operator
instances.

6. EVALUATION
To the best of our knowledge, DANS is the first truly de-

centralized and operator-autonomous multimedia workflow
execution system. In this section, we first validate the sys-
tem in terms of correctness of its operations (Section 6.2)
and then we analyze the performance gains it provides (in
Section 6.3). In particular, we present results for the basic
DANS protocol as well as the proposed TTL-based pruning
of the operator instances.

6.1 Simulation Set-up
In order to observe the performance of DANS in an inher-

ently heterogeneous distributed environment, we organized
the underlying network infrastructure using the GT-ITM
model [28] which provides a transit-stub network topology.
In this simulation, we generate three different sizes of re-
sources: 1K, 4K, and 8K resource nodes. These nodes are
used for running the various operator instances. In the ex-
periments, we used an average inter-transit domain delay of
1500 ms, inter-transit node to 500ms, transit domain to stub
domain to 100ms, and intra-stub node to 20ms.

In the experiments, we considered a decentralized work-
flow execution scenario with ∼ 16 different operator types
and around 256 operator-instances for each (i.e., around one
operator instance per node for the 256 resource pool size).
The actual number of nodes available at any point in time
varies from 1K to 8K as mentioned previously. This leads to
three representative cases of node populations per cell: rare-,
normal- (i.e., ∼ 1), and the excessive-densities, respectively.

For the experiments, we considered fusion operators with
two input streams. For these operator types, we need a 2-
dimensional operator instance pool (i.e., k = 2). We iterated
the experiment 1000 times. At each iteration of the exper-
iment, a pair of source operator instances generate objects
that need to be merged. To consider the worst case scenario,
these pair of objects are always generated to be within the
window size, WS. We also assumed an r-steady track range,
computed based on available statistics beforehand as op-
posed to incremental modification of the operator-instance
pool structure.

Basic DANS configuration sends requests to all available
candidates and assigns a marking duration with WS. TTL-
DANS sends requests to all retrieved candidates but assigns
a marking duration of WS+∆>

2 -∆min
1 . In the rest of the

paper, we refer to these configurations as Basic- and TTL-
DANS configurations.

6.2 Validation of DANS
We validate DANS using an object processing ratio mea-

sure defined as, opr = # processed object pairs
# total object pairs

. As mentioned
in the simulation set-up, the source operator-instances gen-
erate only qualified objects (i.e., objects that are within

the window size). Therefore, for each request injected into
DANS, at least one qualified candidate operator instance
should exists in the network. Therefore, DANS should be
able to locate this suitable node.

In order to verify the existence of the suitable node, we
also implemented an exhaustive operator instance search
mechanism (referred to as EXH). This mechanism is guar-
anteed to find the suitable operator instance, if at least one
operator instance eligible for the processing exists in the sys-
tem. Using this exhaustive scheme, we can ensure that, in
case DANS fails to find an operator instance, then there are
no eligible operator instance exists in the network. In fact,
since, for every task, a candidate is guaranteed to exist, we
expect EXH to return 100% opr. Thus, if correct, DANS
should also have 100% opr value.

In Figure 8, we present two experiment setups with dif-
ferent windows size (WS) values: 5000 and 1700. For these
experiments, the inter-transit domain delay is set to be 1500.
Note that this implies that for the WS=5000 case, the scope
of valid candidate operator instance selection can stretch
across three transit domains. In contrast, when WS is 1700,
the scope for search should be limited within a single transit
domain.

The first thing to notice in this figure is that, in terms
of opr, both EXH and TTL-DANS achieve 100% object
processing ratio. That is, TTL-DANS is able to locate a
suitable fusion operator in each and every case.

The basic DANS scheme on the other hand fails to re-
turn qualified operator instances in many cases. This is
especially true when the operator instance pool and/or the
window sizes are large. This is obviously counter-intuitive.
However, it is easy to explain: when the operator instances
to be considered are large (either due to large number of
available resources or due to the size of the acceptable neigh-
borhood), basic DANS spends more time for the search of
the suitable nodes. Since in the basic DANS, the timeclock
is never stopped from the point of generation of the ob-
jects, this leads to cases where although there exist suitable
operator instances, finding them cost more time then the
window size itself. Therefore, the TTL-DANS which does
not require clock synchronization and which can account for
network delays explicitly performs much better (in terms of
not missing potential operator instances) than basic DANS.
In short, we would not recommend to use the basic DANS in
situations where network delays are comparable to window
sizes.

6.3 DANS Performance Gains
In this section, we show that the message overhead that

DANS requires to locate a suitable operator instance is sig-
nificantly small when compared to the alternative mecha-
nism (EXH) for communicating with all available operator
instances.

The communication cost of DANS can be estimated as

k × log(N)× r × oi pool size1/k + k ×m,

where k is the dimensions of the operator instance pool grid
(2 in the experiments), N is the number of resource nodes,
r is the range (1 or 2 in the experiments), oi pool size =

N
num operator types

is the number of operator instances of a

given type, k√oi pool size is the number of cells to consider
along a track for this operator instance, and m is the total
number of nodes that are marked. The savings therefore can
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Figure 9: Network Gains in DANS

be achieved if the above value is less than N ; i.e., the total
number of resource nodes that an exhaustive mechanism
that does not rely on DANS would have needed to check.

As shown in Figure 9, in these experiments, the exhaustive
searches overhead is significantly higher than that of DANS.
This is true for most cases, as log(N) and k√oi pool size are
likely to be significantly lower than N in general.

Note that although the number of transmission required
by DANS itself is seemingly high, most of these transmission
can be made in parallel. The search delay itself is dominated
by the DHT lookup process; i.e., log(N). Therefore, espe-
cially in cases where log(N) is large and a small delay is
required, we recommend operator instances to avoid DANS
lookups for each and every new object; instead, once a suit-
able operator instance is found for a pair of sources through
the first lookup, this pair should maintain contact with each
other through the same suitable fusion operator instance for
the future pairs of objects. These sources should look for a
new destination if there is a significant change in the gener-
ation rate of the objects.

7. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give an overview of work related to

path optimization in stream-based overlay networks. Dis-
tributed stream processing systems, such as Medusa [11] and

Borealis [12], are faced with the path optimization problem
when placing stream operators. Data paths in Medusa are
controlled by contracts for load management [13] that take
node properties into account but are not network-aware. In
the work on network-aware query processing [14] for Bore-
alis, operators are either placed at the consumer side, at the
producer side, or in-network on the DHT routing path, de-
pending on the network bandwidth usage for a query. Appli-
cations can also specify delay constraints on the placement
path in the DHT. By performing in-network placement in
latency space, our approach has more freedom in choosing
a good placement node without having the restriction of
following DHT routing paths. In addition, relaxation place-
ment supports dynamic, global path optimization across cir-
cuits and considers node and link stress.

Distributed databases like PIER [15] partitions data
across multiple nodes. The location of operators (and cor-
responding relational tables), a distributed database built
on top of a DHT, is determined through hashing. Such a
random distribution has good load-balancing properties but
uses the underlying network resources inefficiently. Mari-
posa [16] is a distributed database system that follows a
market-based approach with economic techniques for a dis-
tributed implementation of the query optimization problem.
However, global network costs, such as network utilization,
are not addressed. More recent efforts on rate-based query
optimization [17] and intelligent partitioning of streams [18]
are directly applicable to our work when making local place-
ment decisions for services.

Content distribution networks build an overlay network
for efficiently disseminating data to many parties, which re-
quires a network-aware selection for the location of multicast
nodes. Narada [19] is an application-level multicast (ALM)
system, which builds a multicast tree out of an overlay mesh.
The authors introduced the issue of network efficiency and
defined metrics to quantify resource usage, which are simi-
lar to ours. The overlay mesh is optimized dynamically but
cannot be optimized at the granularity of a single circuit as
in our approach because the mesh is shared among appli-
cations. Overcast [20] is an ALM scheme, which maximizes
total bandwidth for content distribution but does not deal
with global network utilization. Publish/subscribe systems,
such as Scribe [21], are built on top of a DHT and rely on
hashing for routing path selection.



8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the DANS architecture for

truly decentralized and adaptive execution of media process-
ing workflows in sensory/reactive environments providing
ambient services such as ARIA [2, 3]. In particular, we
show that the operator instance placement as well as the
next operator instance selection tasks can be achieved in a
purely distributed manner, without needing a centralized de-
cision maker or a lookup directory. We also presented mech-
anisms to enforce windowing constraints without requiring
clock synchronization and showed how to leverage these con-
straints to reduce communication costs during next operator
instance selection and save resources. This is in stark con-
trast with existing centralized and pre-mapped approaches
which can not adjust to the changes in network and resource
requirements. Future research will involve investigation of
mechanisms for other quality of service guarantees in decen-
tralized media processing workflow delivery.
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